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once again., the whole propaganda genius of Josef Goebbcls was
turned; he was charged to supply the public with persistent
evidence of the reality of conquest. Master of his craft, he left
no method untouched; he began with a torchlight procession;
he ended with arson., torture, and murder.
The night of January 30 was a night of fireworks,, bonfires,
processions. The Leader broadcast a special message:
The President of the German Reich has entrusted me, the leader
of the National Socialist movement, with the chancellorship of
the Reich. National associations and parties are united in a common
struggle for the resurrection of Germany. For the honour before
German history of taking part as leader in this work, I thank the
generous resolve of the Field-Marshal and the loyalty and solidarity
of you, my party comrades. To one fact alone we owe this victory,
the fact that you followed me unfalteringly in dark days as in the
days of success, and remained true even after the heaviest defeats,
Gigantic is the task before us. We must accomplish it. We will
accomplish it.
Minor leaders joined in the chorus passing from extravagance
to extravagance, and the climax of a momentous day was reached
in the capital in a gigantic torchlight procession through Berlin,
through the Brandenburg Tor which had seen the Guards go
through twice in victory and once in deleat, past the presidential
palace at whose windows the President—a wonderful feat of
endurance for a man who still limped a little from a wound got
in 1866—stood hour after hour taking the salute and so to the
chancellor's residence where at last they could greet the Leader
standing solitary and triumphant at a darkened window. There
were two symbolic acts that night. The murder during the pro-
cession, by his own comrades, of a Storm Troop leader who stressed
Socialism rather than Nationalism, signified that the purification
of the party had begun by gang law. The Leader hoped that all
would mark and digest that. The other symbolism he hoped no
one would notice; the twin heroes of the night stood in different
houses with dark distance between.
They did not notice it; they did not even notice when they
took die trouble to read the papers that "Hitler the conqueror"

